San Jamar Reveals Innovative New Application for Sani
Station™ Cleaner
Just in time for post-pandemic reopening, San Jamar extends use of Sani Station™ chemical to
clean and sanitize hard surfaces
ELKHORN, Wis., - June 2, 2020 – Timely for businesses grappling
with requirements for safely reopening their doors to customers,
San Jamar, a CFS Brands company, revealed that the chemical used
in its existing Sani Station™ product can also clean and sanitize hard
surfaces. The chemical is FDA, EPA, and NSF D2 approved.
Simply mix the conveniently packaged chemical with the prescribed
quantity of water in a spray bottle to clean or sanitize hard surfaces.
San Jamar offers the chemical alone or as a kit with a spray bottle,
instruction label, and test strips included.
In its original application, Sani Station combines a pre-packaged chemical with water in a countertop or
wall-mounted container as a convenient and effective kitchen utensil cleaner and sanitizer.
“As world economies reopen for business, the risk of COVID resurgence weighs heavily on us all. I am
proud that our development team rapidly developed the tools our customers need to throw open their
doors and thrive,” said Trent Freiberg, President & CEO, CFS Brands.
Katie Babcock, CFS Brands Director of Product Development, commented, “Our San Jamar brand
promise is ‘smart, safe, and sanitary,’ and this product extension translates those promises to our
customers from their kitchen through their entire operation.”
For more details on the Sani Station hard surface kit, the original Sani Station, the Sani Station chemical,
and other solutions for businesses seeking to safely reopen visit www.carlislefsp.com/coronavirus.
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ABOUT SAN JAMAR
San Jamar is a global leader in products and solutions for food safety, counter service, personal safety,
and washrooms.
ABOUT CFS BRANDS
CFS Brands is a U.S.-based manufacturer of products for the foodservice, healthcare, and janitorial
industries. CFS operates the brands Carlisle FoodService Products, Dinex, El Castor, Marko, Piper, San

Jamar, Snap Drape, and Sparta globally. Based in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, the Company employs over
1,300 people across its headquarters, 6 manufacturing locations, and 4 distribution centers worldwide.
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